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BMW joins Airbus in Brexit warning
BMW warns ministers on Brexit after Airbus says it could be forced to leave the UK if there is no
transition deal with the EU.

Saudi Arabia job growth likely as woman driver ban ends
The Gulf kingdom will finally grant driving licences to women, but what will it mean for the economy?

How the Audi boss was finally emitted
Rupert Stadler, the boss of Volkswagen-owned Audi is being held in jail, finally engulfed by the emissions
scandal that rocked the automotive giant in 2015

House prices tumble in seaside hot spots
The cost of buying a home in Sandbanks and Salcombe has fallen over the last year, research suggests.

German car shares dip on Trump tariff tweet
The US president intensifies trade war with threat of a 20% tax on European cars.

House of Fraser store closure plan backed
Creditors approve the retailer's rescue plan, which will close 31 stores and shed up to 6,000 jobs.

Concerns over World Cup gambling ads
Almost every ITV-screened World Cup commercial break broadcast on ITV contains gambling
advertisements, BBC research shows.
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